We have investigated the crystal, electronic, and magnetic structure of Mn5O8 by means of stateof-the-art density functional theory calculations and neutron powder diffraction (NPD) measurements. This compound stabilizes in the monoclinic structure with space group C2/m where the Mn ions are in the distorted octahedral and trigonal prismatic coordination with oxygen atoms. The calculated structural parameters based on total energy calculations are found to be in excellent agreement with low temperature NPD measurements when we accounted correct magnetic structure and Coulomb correlation effect into the computation. Bond strength analysis based on crystal orbital Hamiltonian population between constituents indicating strong anisotropy in the bonding behavior which results in layered nature of its crystal structure. Using fully relativistic generalized-gradient approximation with Hubbard U (GGA+U ) we found that the magnetic ordering in Mn5O8 is A-type antiferromagnetic and the direction of easy axis is [1 0 0] in agreement with susceptibility and NPD measurements. However, the calculation without the inclusion of HubbardU leads to ferrimagnetic half metal as ground state contradictory to experimental findings, indicating the presence of strong Coulomb correlation effect in this material. The GGA calculations without Coulomb correction effect itself is sufficient to reproduce our experimentally observed magnetic moments in various Mn sites. We explored the electronic band characteristics using total, site-, and orbital-projected density of states and found that Mn is in two different oxidation states. A dominant Mn 3d character observed at Fermi energy in the DOS analysis is the origin for the metallic behavior of Mn5O8. Our bonding analysis shows that there is a noticeable covalent bond between Mn 3d −O 2p states which stabilizes the observed low symmetric structure. We found that Mn in this material exhibits mixed valence behavior with 2+ and 4+ oxidation states reflecting different magnetic moments in the Mn sites. Our experimental findings and theoretical predications suggest that Mn5O8 can be classified as a strongly correlated mixed valent antiferromagnetic metal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manganese (Mn) oxides can be considered as an interesting class of material among various transition metal oxides because they crystallize in different structures with many oxidation states (2+, 3+, and 4+ etc.)
1-4 that bring exotic magnetic behaviors. Among them, Mn
2+
has basically no preference in on coordination due to 3d 5 electronic configuration and it occupies almost indifferently crystallographic sites with coordination numbers of 4, 6, and/or 8, depending on other structural constraints. On the other hand, Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ are commonly found in octahedral sites in complex oxides. Also, Mn 3+ (t 3 2g e 1 g ) ion in LaMnO 3 5 makes it a typical Jahn-Teller system which results in a distortion of the MnO 6 coordination octahedron along four equatorial shorter bonds and two axial longer bonds. In terms of ionic radius, the difference in the ionic radii between Mn 2+ and Mn 3+ [0.185 A(= 0.83Å-0.645Å)] is larger than that between Mn
3+
and Mn 4+ [0.115Å(= 0.645Å-0.53Å, based on r(O 2− ) = 1.40Å)] 6 . Namely, divalent Mn ion has somehow unique feature in oxide form, and this has important consequences on the crystal chemistry and physical properties. Binary manganese oxides such as MnO, Mn 3 O 4 , Mn 2 O 3 , MnO 2 , and Mn 5 O 8 possess wide variety of technological applications due to their unique structural and physical properties. This family of compounds are quite attractive and potential candidate for catalysis, electrode materials for batteries and soft magnetic materials for transformers cores due to the presence of mixed valences of Mn atoms. 7, 8 Due to the complex interplay between orbital, spin, and lattice degrees of freedom, Mn oxides exhibits intriguing properties such as colossal magnetoresistance, metal-insulator transitions, charge as well as orbital ordering, 9,10 and exotic magnetic behavior.
4,11-14
Also, the magnetic properties of Mn oxides gained interest due to their unusual magnetic orderings. For example, MnO is a type-II antiferromagnetic (AFM-II) insulator below the Neel temperature of T N =118 K, 15 Mn 3 O 4 show a ferrimagnetic (FiM) behavior at T C = 42 K, on further cooling it exhibits spiral spin structure at 39 K and then it transformed to canted spin array at 33 K. [16] [17] [18] α-Mn 2 O 3 exhibits a complex noncollinear AFM ordering, and β-MnO 2 has a screw-type magnetic structure with ordered helical moments. 19, 20 Among the stable binary Mn oxides, Mn 5 O 8 has been reported in the literature as metastable phase. [21] [22] [23] Mn oxides crystallize typically into tunnel− and/or layered− crystal structure. Single, double, or triple chains of edge-shared MnO 6 octahedra share corners with each other form tunnel structure, whereas, layer Mn oxides comprised of stack of sheets or layers of edge-shared MnO 6 octahedra, and interlayer species. 8 Mn 5 O 8 possess layered Birnessite-type structure. 24 The crystal structure reported by Oswald et al. 25 for 28 To our knowledge, no theoretical studies on Mn 5 O 8 have been reported in the literature. In this present study we attempt to identify the ground state magnetic structure, electronic structure, and the mixed valent behavior of manganese ions in this compound using experimental measurements and computational studies.
II. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. Crystal and magnetic structure Structurally, Mn 5 O 8 crystallize in the base centered monoclinic Cd 2 Mn 3 O 8 − type structure with space group C2/m. This structure can be considered as a layered structure with two formula units per unit cell as indicated in Fig. 1 . The input structural parameters used for the present calculations are taken from our Neutron Powder Diffraction (NPD) results obtained at 9 K (see Table. I). As the convergence is very slow due to large number of atoms involved with spin polarization, spin orbit coupling, and Coulomb correlation effect included in the calculations, we have not done structural optimization for all the magnetic configurations discussed here except the ground state magnetic structure M4. Using force minimization method the atom positions are optimized with Wien2k code. Moreover, in order to find the ground state with global minima we have adopted force as well as stress minimization method implemented in VASP code for the ground state magnetic configuration and the optimized structural parameters are compared with our NPD measurements. As we have found earlier sufficiently large basis set with reasonable number of k-points are needed to predict reliable structural parameters for transition metal oxides, 39 we have used the energy cut off of 875 eV and the k-points value is 2×4×4 for the irreducible part of the first Brillouin zone of base centered monoclinic lattice. Based on our experimental results we have proposed four different magnetic structure models for Mn 5 O 8 namely M1, M2, M3, and M4 (see Fig. 3 ). So, in order to identify the ground state among these proposed four magnetic structures we have done ab initio total energy calculation for all these four models including spin-orbit coupling as well as Coulomb correlation effects. In M1 magnetic configuration, it may be noted that the ferromagnetic (FM) coupling is present within the layers and antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling is present between the layers within ac plane where spin is oriented along [1 0 0] direction. In M2 magnetic configuration, again there is a FM coupling within the layers and an AFM coupling between the layers with spin orientation is along [0 1 0], In the case of M3 magnetic configuration, there is a FM coupling within the layers and an AFM interaction between the layers along b axis where spin orientation is along [0 1 0]. For the M4 magnetic configuration, FM interaction is present within the layers and an AFM interaction is present between the layers with spin orientation is along [1 0 0] as shown in Fig. 3 . In both M1 and M2 magnetic configurations, the magnetic moment at the Mn1 and Mn2 sites are smaller than that in the Mn3 sites. The lower moments in the Mn1 and Mn2 are antiferromagnetically coupled with the higher moment in the Mn3 site bringing ferrimagnetic ordering with finite moment. However, the magnetic moments in the models M3 and M4 are exactly canceling due to perfect antiferromagnetic ordering.
B. Computational details for the full-potential linear augmented plane-wave (FP-LAPW) calculations
Calculations were performed using standard fullpotential linear augmented plane-wave method based on density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Wien2k code. 40 We have used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof for the exchange-correlation functional. 41 The muffin tin sphere radii (R MT ) values for Mn and O atom were taken to be 1.87 and 1.61 a.u, respectively. The Plane wave cutoff parameters were decided by R min MT K max = 7 (the product of the smallest of the atomic sphere radii R MT and the plane wave cut-off parameter K max ) and 400 k-points were used over the irreducible part of the first Brillouin zone (IBZ). We have also included both Mott-Hubbard parameter U, and spin-orbit coupling (SO ) in the calculations to account for correlation effect (GGA+U ) and relativistic effect(GGA+SO ) respectively. The value of U eff =U -J (U and J are on-site Coulomb and exchange interaction, respectively) chosen for this calculation is 5 eV which is normally used for manganese oxides to account for Coulomb correlation effects.
C. Computational details for Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) calculations
Structural optimizations were done using VASP code 42 within the projector augmented wave (PAW) method. The generalized gradient approximation proposed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzrhof (GGA-PBE) 41 was used for the exchange and correlation functional. IBZ was sampled with a 2×4×4 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh centered at Γ point in the Brillouin zone. As mentioned above, the optimized structural parameters for transition metal oxides are very sensitive to the size of the basis set. We have used very large energy cut-off of 875 eV for the present calculations. The force minimization steps were continued until the maximum Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å. Also, the pressure in the unit cell was kept below 1 kbar.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Polycrystalline sample of Mn 5 O 8 was synthesized by previously reported wet chemical reaction route. 43 Prior to NPD measurements, the synthesized sample was characterized by X-ray diffraction and found that there is no detectable impurities. Neutron powder diffraction (NPD) data at 298 K, 70 K, and 9 K were collected with the PUS two-axis diffractometer at the JEEP II reactor, Kjeller 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before discussing the magnetic structure of Mn 5 O 8 , we would like to describe NPD data at 298 K based on the result of Rietveld analysis as shown in Fig. 4 . Careful indexing of all observed peaks in the collected data confirms the previously proposed systematic extinction scheme, 47 compared to that at 298 K, which can be expected from magnetic reflection arising from magnetic ordering which will take place around T N = 136 K as shown in Fig. 5 . To enhance the magnetic reflections, in Figure 5 we have also plotted the differential intensity between 298 K and 9 K [I(9 K) -I(298 K)]. We have assumed four possible AFM models in the crystal structural dimension 1 × 1 × 1, which are shown in Figs. 3 together with corresponding simulated scattering patterns. It may be noted that we have used the ratio of the magnetic moments for octahedral Mn 4+ and trigonal prismatic Mn 2+ of 2:1 for the present NPD pattern simulation. For these simulation we have also used the peak profile function yielded from Rietveld analysis at 298 K.
As seen in Fig. 5 , there is a magnetic contribution outside of the Bragg positions, e.g. (0 1 0) and (-1 0 1) arising from the chemical unit cell with space group C2/m in the NPD pattern taken at 9 K. It is worth noting that there is no magnetic super reflections at (hkl) with non-integer value of h, k, and/or l, and hence one can rule out the possibility of forming complicated modulated magnetic ordering in Mn 5 O 8 . We have found that the magnetic model associated with M4 alone is compatible with the measured low temperature diffraction data with observed magnetic reflections. In this model, the magnetic moments at the Mn1, Mn2, and Mn3 (and symmetry related positions) sites exist only in the ac plane, and hence no magnetic component was found along the b-axis. The components of magnetic moment along aand c-axes, i.e. m x and m z , were refined using Rietveld refinement for Fig. 6 and that The calculated total density of states (DOS) for the proposed magnetic structures M1, M2, M3, and M4 are shown in Fig. 7 . It may be noted that our GGA+SO calculations predict M1 magnetic configuration as ground state with ferrimagnetic half metallic behavior. A finite DOS is present in the minority-spin channel at E F indicating metallic behavior. However, in the majority spin channel a band gap of 1.283 eV opens up resulting half metallicity in the system. It may be noted that our GGA+SO calculations predict M1 magnetic configuration as ground state with ferrimagnetic half metallic behavior. The calculated magnetic moments are listed in Table IV which is in good agreement with the experimental neutron diffraction study. We found that the total DOS distribution and the spin moment are almost the same for M1 and M2; and also M3 and M4 and this is con-sistent with our experimental observation. As the magnetic ground state is found to be ferrimagnetic, whereas the experimentally observed magnetic ground state is antiferromagnetic, we concluded that GGA+SO calculations unable to predict correct magnetic ground state in Mn 5 O 8 . It is well known that the transition metal oxides are usually have strong Coulomb correlation which is not accounted in our GGA+SO calculations. Hence, we have made total energy calculation by accounting Coulomb correlation effects through GGA+SO +U. Interestingly when we include Coulomb correlation effect in our calculation the total DOS obtained for M1 configuration having narrow d band states is moved towards lower energy bringing metallic states instead of half metallic behavior. Further, in major spin channel we have found that sharp peak in the DOS curve indicating instability in the system. As a result, the M1 configuration is energetically unfavorable compared with the M4 configuration. In the case of M4 configuration the magnetic moments are exactly canceled between various Mn sublattices bringing perfect antiferromagnetic ordering with metallic behavior which is consistent with experimental observations. So, we can classify that Mn 5 O 8 as a strongly correlated antiferromagnetic metal. As the orbital moments obtained from relativistic spin-polarized calculations are usually smaller than corresponding experimental value, 51 we have calculated the orbital moments (see Table II ) using orbital polarization correction proposed by Brooks and Erisson et al. 52, 53 We found that the calculated orbital moments obtained from SO calculation and SO +OP calculations are not changed much 0.0072 µ B and also the estimated orbital moments are small 0.030 µ B as usually expected in transition metal compounds where spin-orbital coupling is expected to be weak.
The orbital-projected DOS for Mn 3d electrons in the ground state M4 magnetic configuration within GGA+SO +U is shown in Fig. 8 . It is well known that the Mn d orbitals in octahedral coordination split into t 2g triplet (d xy , d xz , d yz ) and e g doublet (d x 2 −y 2 , d z 2 ) by the cubic crystal field. As both Mn1 and Mn2 are in octahedral coordination with oxygen their magnetic moments in these two sites can be analyzed easily using orbital projected DOS. For Mn 4+ oxidation state, there will be totally three d electrons those will occupy the majority spin t 2g states and the e g states will be empty in the high spin configuration. So one can expect 3 µ B per Mn sites in a pure ionic picture. In conformity with above view our calculated DOS shows that moment. So, the larger exchange splitting at the Mn1 site could explain why larger moments in this site compared with Mn2 site. Due to the Coulomb correlation effect d states get localized and hence magnetic moment is increased in GGA+SO +U calculation as indicated in Table IV . As the pseudocubic crystal field operating in the MnO 6 octahedra, the electronic states at the Fermi level displays both Mn(e g ) and Mn(t 2g ) bands. The calculated energy difference between M3 and M4 models is less than 30 µ eV only in the GGA+SO calculation and that is increased slightly to 40 µ eV when we account correlation effect into the calculation. However, the GGA+SO +U calculation correctly predicted experimentally observed antiferromagnetic ground state with magnetic configuration of M4 suggesting the presence of strong Coulomb correlation effect in this material. 2 ) configurations will then be 1, 3, and 5 µ B , respectively. Experimentally measured magnetic moment at the Mn3 t site is 3.8 µ B , whereas our calculated magnetic moment gave a somewhat higher spin moment of 4.18 µ B . The site-projected DOS for Mn and O atoms of Mn 5 O 8 in the ground state M4 configuration are shown in Fig. 9 . The bands originating from oxygen are lying in the energy range -8 and -2 eV and those are almost completely filled. The density of states at E F are mainly contributed by Mn 3d states. From this figure, it is clear that the observed metallic behav- ior in Mn 5 O 8 is mainly originating from Mn atoms with ∼18 % contribution from oxygen. It may be noted that the minority spin electrons at the fermi level for Mn3 is almost negligible which indicates that the majority spin electrons alone participating in the electrical conductivity, as evident from the Fig. 9 . We have observed a noticeable hybridization between the metal Mnd and the ligand Op states in the whole valence band indicating significant covalency in this system. As a result, the calculated magnetic moments in the Mn sites are smaller than those expected from a pure ionic picture. Consistent with the above view point there is a finite magnetic moment present at the oxygen neighboring to Mn ions.
In order to understand the spin and valence states of Mn1 o , Mn2 o , and Mn3 t ions in Mn 5 O 8 we have displayed the orbital-projected d -electron DOS of these Mn ions in Fig. 10 . This figure reveals that Mn3 t is in HS state as it is evident from the occupation of majority spin channel of all five d orbitals. For d 3 system, Hund's rule predicted that the electrons will not pair and occupy the t 2g orbitals alone by leaving the e g orbitals completely empty. As a result, Fig. 10 It may be noted that there are two types of exchange interaction one can expect between the magnetic cations in ionic crystals: cation−cation and cation-anion-cation (or even cation-anion-anion-cation) interactions. For the case of 90 o cation-anion-cation interaction, Goodenough 54 have pointed out that if the octahedral interstices of two neighboring cations share a common edge then there is a direct overlap of the d xy or d yz or d xz orbitals of these two cations. As a result, the anion plays a less obvious role in the delocalization-superexchange process. In Mn 5 O 8 also Mn ions Mn1O 6 and Mn2O 6 are edge shared and hence the interaction between the two neighboring Mn ions can be referred to as cation−cation interactions. The cation−cation separation is shorter for the oxides than the chlorides and if the t 2g orbitals in oxides are half filled then cation−cation interactions tend to dominate the 90 o superexchange. In the present case also the interatomic distance between Mn1 and Mn2 is smaller (2.81Å) and this is comparable to other magnetic oxides such as NaCrO 2 (2.96Å) and NaFeO 2 (3.02 A). 55 It is expected that in the octahedral crystal field the Mn 4+ ions in the HS state will have a half filled t 2g level as we have seen in the orbital decomposed DOS analysis (see Fig. 10 ). The exchange interaction J c−c ij for the two half filled orbitals expected to be negative which results in antiferromagnetic interaction as it was also emphasized by Kanamori When we analyze orbital decomposed DOS for the oxygen p states, we found that between −2 eV to 0 eV there is no noticeable p z states present. However, when we ana- In the DOS analysis of Mn1 and Mn2 sites show that there is a strong DOS distribution present between −4 eV to −2 eV in the valence band and correspondingly the orbital decomposed DOS for oxygen p states show that both p x and p y states are present in this energy range. Hence there is a possibility of superexchange antiferromagnetic interaction between oxygen p x and p y states with Mn1/Mn2 d states between the layer. As a result, one could expect FM interaction within the layer and AFM interaction between the layer resulting A-AFM ordering. In consistent with the conclusion arrived from DOS analysis our total energy calculation also show that the A-AFM ordering is the lowest energy configuration in this system. In the present observation of A-AFM ordering in Mn 5 O 8 is also supporting the experimentally observed negative Curie temperature value from the susceptibility measurements.
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The crystal orbital Hamiltonian population (COHP) is calculated using VASP to analyze the bond strength and character of the bonding interactions between the constituents in Mn 5 O 8 .
57,58 COHP is constructed by weighting the DOS with the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix. 59 This approach provides a qualitative description of the bonding (negative COHP) and antibonding (positive COHP) interaction between atoms. Fig. 11 
An effective magnetic moment measured from magnetic susceptibility study is µ eff = 4.803µ B . The calculated effective magnetic moment using µ Mn(II) = 5.9µ B and µ Mn(IV) = 3.87µ B is µ eff = 4.786µ B . The close agreement between the calculated spin-only magnetic moment and the experimental moment confirms the presence of mixed valence states in Mn 5 O 8 . As the experimentally measured effective magnetic moment is near their spinonly value calculated theoretically, it is apparent that the orbital angular moment is quenched due to the ligand field splitting which was also evident from Table II that our calculated orbital moment is very small and only the spin moment is mainly contributing to the total magnetic moment.
In previous study, 28 we have mentioned the possibility of Mn 3 O 4 60 as secondary phase in master Mn 5 O 8 sample, based on the observed magnetic ferroic transition around 40 K. In present study, we have measured NPD at 70 K (not shown), i.e. above 40 K but still below T N =133 K. However we are unable to notice any unique changes comparing to the NPD data at 9 K. Therefore, we conclude that there is no major contribution from secondary phase of Mn 3 O 4 in collected NPD data.
V. SUMMARY
To summarize, magnetic ordering and the mixed valent nature of Mn 5 O 8 has been reported using fully relativistic density functional theory calculations and NPD measurements. From our total energy calculation we have predicted that Mn 5 O 8 orders antiferromagnetically with the spin orientation along [100] direction in accordance with our NPD measurements. Among the four different magnetic models proposed from the experiments, M4 magnetic configuration is found to be the ground state magnetic structure in Mn 5 O 8 . Density of states calculation shows a large DOS at E F in the ground state magnetic structure showing the metallic nature of Mn 5 O 8 . Calculations without the inclusion of Hubbard U leads to ferrimagnetic half metal as ground state contradictory to experimental findings, indicating the presence of strong Coulomb correlation effect in this material. However we include Coulomb correlation effect in to the calculations correctly predict antiferromagnetic metal as a ground state. Presence of two different magnetic moments along with the different density of states distribution in the Mn sites so the mixed valent behavior of Mn ions. Bond strength analysis based on COHP between constituents indicating strong anisotropy in the bonding behavior which results in layered nature of its crystal structure. The orbital decomposed DOS analysis of Mn d states show that Mn ions in the Mn 4+ and Mn 2+ oxidation states with high spin magnetic configuration. Our BVS analysis also support the presence of two different oxidation states such as 4+ and 2+ in this compound. The calculated orbital moment using relativistic spin polarized calculation with orbital polarization correction yielded very small orbital moment and hence the spin only moment is sufficient to account the experimentally measured effective moment from susceptibility measurements. The over all results indicate that Mn 5 O 8 can be described as a strongly correlated mixed valent antiferromagnetic metal.
